Eighteenth-century German Pietism has not been short of historians. But while its theological foundations have been carefully explored, we still know woefully little about the everyday life of its members, and virtually nothing of their attitudes towards illness. Katharina Ernst\'s book (a revised version of her PhD thesis) is therefore a welcome contribution to the understanding of sickness within the framing of Pietism itself.

She focuses on some of the leading figures behind Württemberg\'s Pietism, such as Albrecht Bengel, and his various pupils. She also sifts the correspondence and diaries of less prominent Pietists for reference to illness. With such information Ernst sets out to test the daily realities of illness against the theological ideals cherished in widely circulated normative Pietist publications on the subject by Philipp Jakob Spener, Samuel Urlsperger, and Magnus Friedrich Roos.

Ernst introduces the reader to current historiographical debates, followed by a thoughtful analysis of the methodological problems involved in the use of autobiographical sources. As only to be expected, she also discusses in detail the secondary literature on German pietism. While the density of information in her three prefatory chapters is often overwhelming, there are rewards in her source materials, which allow us to penetrate perceptions of, and reactions to, illness, cure, and moral evaluations of sickness, survival and death. In each of these chapters she relentlessly pursues these issues in relation to each of her chosen Pietists. While this method is occasionally tedious and repetitive, it nevertheless demonstrates how flexible Pietists dealt with the injunctions laid down in their Biblical interpretation.

The book\'s central claim is that the suffering physical body was vital to Württemberg\'s Pietists\' faith. This is a bold statement that places Ernst in opposition to most of the secondary literature, which has generally argued for a neglect, even a complete rejection, of all physicality in Pietist culture. Ernst convincingly shows that while the interpretation of the Bible and other devotional literature was important to Pietists\' spiritual education, it was the insight gained from human physical suffering that was believed to provide the ultimate salutary experiences on their thorny road to spiritual perfection. Württemberg\'s Pietists cherished their suffering bodies as laboratories of God\'s will whose workings were to be passively accepted. Although this ascetic attitude did not prevent them from seeking medical advice, therapeutic "success" was of minor importance. The endurance of physical suffering without complaint was celebrated as a step towards the divine.

Ernst\'s close analysis of her sources enables her to retrieve a wealth of new details on Pietists\' daily experiences of illness. However, her exclusive focus on materials written by Pietists, members of a tiny religious minority in Württemberg who often lived far from each other, makes it difficult to agree with some of her more generalizing claims. The most striking example is her discussion of Pietists\' understanding of nature in chapter 8. After having extracted all possible meaning from her material, Ernst concludes that eighteenth-century Württemberg Pietists inhabited an "enchanted" world, and that, in contrast to non-Pietist society (which underwent a Weberian process of "disenchantment"), God\'s influence continued to be prominent as the explanation of all kinds of natural phenomena including, above all, disease.

This sweeping argument emphasizes the uniqueness of Pietist culture. It is, however, hardly convincing in light of recent research on eighteenth-century understanding of nature, which has underlined the continuity of theological interpretation of natural phenomena at all social and intellectual levels. Ernst is aware that Keith Thomas\'s old "disenchantment thesis" cannot be maintained, but her book does not offer any grand alternative.

The wider culture of eighteenth-century Württemberg in which the Pietists lived, and with which they interacted, remains unexplored. How useful it is then to paint a picture of a Pietists\' culture in isolation? How (if at all) did Pietists\' attitudes towards disease differ from those of their non-Pietist neighbours, for example? Or, how far did their understanding of natural phenomena reflect, or was shaped by, more general intellectual trends in Enlightenment society in Württemberg?

Despite these lingering questions, Ernst\'s study is a lasting contribution to an area that has previously been written too exclusively from the theological top down. She offers us an enormously detailed description of the medical world of sick Pietists. In doing so she provides a pioneering contribution to how Pietists dealt with sickness, and shows how central this experience was for the construction of the Pietist faith itself.
